The Book Thief Unit Test

Matching – Match the proper description with literary term below.

1) ___ Round Character  
   a) There is not much to say about me

2) ___ Flat Character  
   b) I do not learn anything by the end

3) ___ The Foil
   c) I am typically the hero of the story

4) ___ Static Character
   d) I have changed by the end of the story

5) ___ The Antagonist
   e) I am well-developed and two dimensional

6) ___ The Protagonist
   f) I am typically the bad guy of the story

7) ___ Dynamic
   g) I am the contrast to another character

Vocabulary – Give the correct vocabulary word for each definition below

8) ________________ - To become worse or inferior in quality

9) ________________ - To violates law, command, or moral code

10) ________________ - Fear, alarm or agitation

11) ________________ - Required or mandatory

12) ________________ - Precision or incisiveness

13) ________________ - Obtained without payment

14) ________________ - Distasteful and objectionable

15) ________________ - Friendly and sociable

16) ________________ - To clear, uphold or justify

17) ________________ - Skillful or effective action

Complete each sentence with the proper character supplied in the word bank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hans Hubermann</th>
<th>Franz Deutscher</th>
<th>Rosa Hubermann</th>
<th>Rudy Steiner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Alex Steiner  Max Vandenberg  Walter Kuglar  Arthur Berg
Ilse Hermann  Mamer  Viktor Chemmel  Frau Holtzapfel
Reinhold Zucker  Hans Junior  Michael Holtzapfel  Ally Pilot

18) _____________ is a Jew loving painter who loves cigarettes and his kind, silver eyes.

19) After the first bombing on Hemmel Street, _____________ trades coffee rations in exchange for Liesel to read to them.

20) In the mayor’s house there is a library full of books and the owner of those books is _____________.

21) When they were a child, _____________ painted their face blacked and pretended to be Jesse Owens.

22) _____________ sat on a train reading Mein Kumpf on the way to the Hubermann’s and safety.

23) _____________ is a member of the Nazi party and is glad when Jewish shop owners are put out of business, but they do not hate the Jews.

24) Max is very grateful to the man one hide him and helped him escaped, _____________.

25) _____________ stays up late at night on their bed, holding Hans’ accordion and praying.

Fill in the blank – Complete each sentence below with the proper word.
26) “I” and “we” serve as the narrator in a ________________ narrative

27) The narrator has partial knowledge in ________________ narrative.

28) “he” and “she” serve as the narrator, in a ________________ narrative.

29) The protagonist is addressed as “you” in a ________________ narrative

30) The narrator knows and sees all, in a ________________ narrative

Multiple Choice – Circle the correct answer to the questions below

31) Which of the following is a book Liesel did NOT own?
32) Who serves as Oskar Schindler’s foil?
   a) Adolf Hitler   b) Itzkah Stern
   c) Viktor Chemmel   d) Amon Goth

33) How does The Book Thief immediately begin?
   a) Death and chocolate   b) Liesel on a train
   c) Invasion of Poland   d) Rudy as Jesse Owens

34) Whose hair is like feathers?
   a) Liesel   b) Rudy Steiner
   c) Max Vandenburgh   d) Isla Hermann

35) How does Schindler save the Jews?
   a) He helps them escape to America   b) He hires them to work in his house
   c) Purchases them from Amon   d) Schindler does not save any Jews

36) What does “not essential” mean in “Schindler’s List”?
   a) Germans who love Jews   b) A Jew who has no labor skills
   c) The need for luxurious things   d) Worn-down work camps

37) Which off of the following characters was NOT a Nazi
   a) Oskar Schindler   b) Han Hubermann
   c) Rudy Steiner   d) Amon Goth

38) What is does Stern call Schindler’s list?
   a) The crimes he committed   b) A few of his favorite things
c) The Nazi friends he had  d) It is an absolute good

39) Who adopted Liesel at the start of The Book Thief?
   a) The Hubermanns  b) The Steiners  
   c) The Schindlers  d) The Hermanns

40) How does Schindler’s List immediately begin?
   a) Oskar Schindler making friends  b) Adolf Hitler giving a speech
   c) In color and a candling being lit  d) Jews walking into Auschwitz

41) In The Book Thief, what is the importance of words?
   a) They sound beautiful  b) The power they hold
   c) They make Liesel smart.  d) To make funny jokes

42) How are Hans Hubermann and Oskar Schindler different?
   a) Only one was Nazi  b) Only one had a wife
   c) Hans was Communist  d) Oskar was not German

43) What does the girl in the red coat represent?
   a) Nazi control of the country  b) Schindler’s long lost daughter
   c) Schindler’s crimes and sins  d) The horrors of the Holocaust

44) How does Death see the world?
   a) In colors  b) He cannot see
   c) In darkness  d) In stories

Short Answer – Read the question below and answer each in complete sentences.

55) Write an example of third person limited
56) Write an example of third person subjective

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

57) Write an example of third person omniscient

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

58) Identify and explain the five steps in giving in persuasive speech?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

59) Identify and explain the three steps in writing a persuasive essay?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Name: _______________________________________________ Date: __________________